
We Have a Choice

A guide to Theodora Shillito’s ‘The Story of Squiddly Diddly’, a 
poem about marine conservation and recycling, commended in 
the Foyle Young Poets of the Year Award 2020. This resource 
encourages students to think about how the choices we make 
affect the environment.
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The Story of Squiddly Diddly (after Julia Donaldson)

This is the story of Squiddly Diddly,
Guard of the Ocean since he was just tiddly.

Every morning he’d ride on a wave,
looking and searching for creatures to save.

Myrtle the turtle was laying an egg
when her flipper got caught in a rusty old keg.

‘Help me, oh help me!’ She plaintively cried,
as her flipper got swollen and jammed from inside.

Squiddly Diddly picked up the sound,
and he hurriedly swam ‘til the turtle was found.

‘I’m Squiddly Diddly, Guard of the Sea!
Don’t worry, don’t panic, I’ll help you get free!’

He wrangled and jangled, and quickly enough,
her flipper was loose (though her skin was still rough).

‘Thank you!’ She gasped with a sigh of relief,
as her rescuer swam away into the reef.

A little while later the ocean seemed calm,
but disaster was heading for ‘Freddie’s Fish Farm’...

Tina the tuna was swimming along,
minding her business and humming a song,

When all of a sudden she fancied a bite.
‘That bottle,’ she said, ‘looks delicious all right!’

‘All crispy and crunchy, what fortune, what luck!’
Before she had noticed her tail had got stuck!

‘Help me, oh help me, it’s stuck on my fin!
I’m getting so tired and I can’t really swim!’

but Squiddly Diddly, dozing nearby,
woke up at once to the tuna’s help cry.

‘I’m Squiddly Diddly, Guard of the Sea.
Don’t worry, don’t panic, I’ll help you get free!’

He reached out a tentacle, freeing the fish
from her crispy and crunchy and dangerous dish.

Before she could thank him or offer to pay,
Squiddly Diddly was swimming away.

I know what you’re thinking; ‘What could go wrong now?’
- A lot, if you’re Dora, the dotty sea cow.

Dotty old Dora was out for the day
when she spotted a bag off the coast of Marseille.

‘How lovely!’ She cried, ‘Why, it matches my eyes!’
But she didn’t account for her rather large size...

A few minutes later, what do you suppose?
Dotty old Dora’s a bag on her nose!

‘Help me, oh help me!’ She whimpered, alone.
‘I can’t even see and I want to go home!’

Squiddly Diddly hopped off the rock
he was sunbathing on by the little French dock.

‘I’m Squiddly Diddly, Guard of the Sea!
Don’t worry, don’t panic, I’ll help you get free!’

He whipped off the plastic from poor Dora’s face
and disappeared instantly, leaving no trace. 

Later that evening while sleepy and wet,
Squiddly Diddly got stuck in a net!

He wriggled and jiggled with all of his might,
but his legs we’re too small and the net was too tight!

‘Help me, oh help me, I’m stuck here for good!
I’m Guard of the Ocean, but soon I’ll be food!’

All of a sudden he noticed a crowd,
swimming towards him and hollering loud:

‘We’re Myrtle and Dora and Tina the tuna,
we’re sorry we couldn’t arrive any sooner!

‘You rescued us all in the dark, scary sea.
Don’t worry, don’t panic, we’ll help you get free!’

They all pulled together and rescued their friend.
And now that our story has come to an end;

The next time you want to go out for a drink...
stop it and bin it, recycle and think!
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THE POEM’S MESSAGE – WE HAVE A CHOICE
Read the poem as a class and discuss the storyline: what kind of 
creature is Squiddly? who are the other characters? where is the 
poem set? what happens?

Split the class into groups of five and give each group a sea-
scape and group of character illustrations, cut out: Squiddly Did-
dly, Myrtle the Turtle, Tina the Tuna, and Dora the Sea Cow. One 
person in each group reads the poem aloud while the others use 
the illustrations to act out the storyline.

Bring the class back together and discuss the poem’s message. The poem is about recycling, and 
presents us with a choice about how we treat nature. What is this choice? Can the class think of a 
way in which human actions have an effect on the natural world?

LOOKING INSIDE THE POEM
Discuss these questions with a partner:

• This poem is full of action. Underline as many action words as you can find e.g. ‘swam’, 
‘cried’, ‘jangled’. How many are there? What effect does so much action create?

• The poem includes a refrain, where two lines are repeated throughout the poem. Can you 
find the refrain?

• The poem is told as a story but every now and then it addresses us as a reader, using the 
‘you’ voice. Why do you think it does this?

• The poem is written in ‘couplets’, which means lines are grouped in pairs. Each couplet 
rhymes. What kind of mood does the rhyme create? Is it more fun to read, or memorable? 
Why do poets use rhyme? Can you think of any topics where this kind of rhyme might not 
work?

GETTING CREATIVE
The characters have catchy names so we remember them. Can you think of catchy names for 
other sea creatures e.g. Wally the Whale? What names would you give to these animals?

• dolphin
• seal
• crab
• starfish

Choose a character you have created. If you could continue the poem, what would happen to 
this creature? Would it get into trouble? Would Squiddly rescue it? Write the next lines of the 
poem involving this creature.

Design a poster encouraging people to recycle.

Think about some other actions people can take to look after the environment e.g. using public 
transport, planting trees. How could you get this message across? Can you write a poem, story, 
or  comic strip to tell people about it?

• lobster
• seahorse
• jellyfish



Cut out the characters and act out the storyline on the seascape above.
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